Abstract-This paper presents the building-block theory of reconfigurable optoelectronic integrated circuits in Si and InP. New chips are proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Integrated photonics today is based upon chips of Si and InP. The future of this chip industry is contained in the thrust towards optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs) and photonic integrated circuits (PICs) manufactured in a highvolume foundry.
The thesis of this talk is that reconfigurable OEICs and PICs known as ROEICs and RPICs constitute the ultimate or best embodiment of integrated photonics.
Reconfigurability goes beyond traditional photonics because it enables several different systems on a chip rather than one system. Reconfigurability applies also to motherboards that contain nanoelectronics, ROEICs, RPICs, and monolithic microwave ICs.
II. THEORY AND PROPOSED L.S.I. CHIPS
The theory presented here is that any ROEIC-on-a-chip can be decomposed into photonic modules, some of them fixed and some of them changeable in function [1] . We illustrate in detail a large "library" of fixed and dynamic modules. Most use linear optics; a few feature nonlinear optical interactions. Reconfiguration is provided by a control signal, usually electrical for an electro-optical building block. The signal can be "slow" to program the module into a quasi-stable state or it can vary rapidly in time. We discuss two new kinds of 3D chips: ROEICs for "volumetric" optical processing of beams and images in a multi-layer RPIC semiconductor stack, and ROEICs for ultraperformance waveguided signal processing in vertically interconnected RPIC ayers.
Looking to the future, we believe that large-scale-integrated (LSI) ROEICs will enable significant applications in digital and analog computing, quantum computing, communications, learning, cryptography, imaging, telepresence, sensing, and RF/microwave photonicsmore specifically in programmable optical gate arrays, digital optical memories, optical buffers, microwave beam steerers, agile RF/optical receivers, supercomputer optical routers, reconfigurable nodes in a fiber optic network, and intra-chip optical communication networks. Our building block theory does not answer questions about LSI functions and applications (we need the creativity of the optics community to answer those queries) but our theory does offer an excellent representation of present and future architectures. We present modular examples of multi-stage RPIC optical lattice filters already constructed in InP and Si for broadband RF/photonics, and we propose new ROEICs for directed optical logic, large-scale matrix switching, quantum computing, and 2D beamsteering of an N x M phased-array microwave antenna. The beamsteerer features one motherboard at a remote-control site connected by optical fibers to N motherboards at the antenna plane. Based upon the design of Riza et al [2], we give explicit details of the reconfigurable optical time-delay system. We regard reconfigurable optical logic arrays as a key LSI application of the future. In this context, we have worked with Prof. Xu to define a new kind of directed optical logic [3] illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 . In the talk, we shall present cellular system diagrams for an 8-bit priority encoder, an 8-line optical multiplexer, an 8-line demultiplexer as well as the 4-bit adder shown here. The micro-resonators indicated in Figure 1 are optimally silicon pn depletion disks [4] that require only 10 fJ/bit to induce the desired shift in resonance frequency.
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